current state of the field, I shall examine brief ly and very selectively the more neglected historical arc of leadership contemplation and research, from its earliest days to late twentieth century. Although scholars around the world have added important perspectives, because of space considerations, we shall limit our attention primarily to US scholars writing before 2000. More recent developments and more global inclusion must be left to others.
Venturing to summarize a field that has developed over centuries provides considerable frustration. Topics seem to capture researchers' imaginations for a period of time, then disappear, only to resurface decades later with a new twist. More than half a century ago, Bennis (1959) complained, "Probably more has been written and less is known about leadership than about any other topic in the behavioral sciences." Almost two decades later, James MacGregor Burns (1978) echoed the same sentiments.
This leaves one with a sense of disarray, incompletion, and recapitulation, particularly when trying to do justice, in limited space, to this rambling venture. Perhaps, we should consider this chapter essentially an effort to whet the reader's appetite for the following chapters, as well as for the several outstanding leadership compendia that cover more recent decades.
I shall attempt to deal with this unwieldy task-probably vainly-by charting the trajectory of concerns with leaders, leading, and leadership as the interest in these various facets has ebbed and flowed. Our lens will focus on leaders primarily as positive forces in various contexts. Toxic leadership, worthy of its own chapter, falls beyond our current purview, as does the burgeoning corpus of female leadership and more recent work on followership.
Way Back When . . . Among humans, the earliest recorded contemplation of leadership is commonly attributed to Lao-Tzu (an honorific title translated as "old master"). The presumed founder of Taoism, Lao-Tzu (604 BC-531 BC), succinctly depicted leadership as a subtle art, in which the followers were virtually unaware that their accomplishment had been guided by the leader. His most oft-quoted wisdom on leadership demonstrates Lao-Tzu's (1998) nuanced understanding of good versus bad leadership.
A leader is best when people barely know he exists, when his work is done, his aim fulfilled, they will say: We did it ourselves.
The Greek Philosophers' "Take" on Leadership
In the intervening centuries, virtually every topic still bedeviling contemporary leadership scholars today was seriously considered in the very earliest philosophical writings on the subject. Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle essentially identified-mind you, without benefit of Factor Analysis-the
